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This work examines the autonomous rendezvous, proximity operations, and docking (AR-
POD) problem wherein a “chaser” spacecraft must maneuver and dock with a “target” space-
craft. This problem is challenging in that the chaser is modeled to be underactuated; thrust is
only allowable along a single axial direction (its local G-axis) and rotation is only allowed about
its local I-axis. Furthermore, the chaser’s coupled translational and attitudinal dynamics
(modeled via the Clohessy-Wiltshire equations with inputs) do not allow local controllability
about the equilibrium point when linearized. To solve this challenge problem, we employ an
overarching strategy of control laws that periodically switch behavior to stabilize the chaser to
the docking state. Tools from the field of geometric control and properties of homogeneous non-
linear systems are concordantly used to serve as the theoretical basis for the control approach,
and numerical simulations are provided to demonstrate preliminary results of successful sta-
bilization.

I. Introduction

There is an ongoing expansion of the space domain asset population [1, 2] due to the growing deployment of small
satellites (such as the standardized CubeSat model [3]) in lieu of larger, more expensive satellites [4]. As a result,

the number of spacecraft-to-spacecraft interactions is expected to increase and thus an area of emerging research interest
is the ability to repair, refresh, and service these systems. Due to the restrictions of limited human-in-the-loop resources,
a promising avenue to address the needs of the intensifying space domain is a solution to the autonomous rendezvous,
proximity operations, and docking (ARPOD) problem. In this problem, a chaser spacecraft must maneuver and dock
autonomously with a target spacecraft via some designed control protocol. This paper describes a solution to the
ARPOD problem for a class of small satellites that are underactuated.

The dynamics of the ARPOD problem have been extensively studied for conventional spacecraft vehicles (see [5, 6])
and numerous autonomous rendezvous protocols [7–12] have been successfully demonstrated. However, this paper
addresses the challenge problem posed by Petersen et al. in [13], wherein the actuation by the chaser is limited. More
specifically, thrust and rotation are each only allowed along/about their respective (orthogonal) axes. We provided
a solution to this challenge problem in [14] through the use of the “satisficing" method developed in [15], although
the approach is computationally intensive and open-loop which is inherently non-robust. The present work offers
an alternative (and more mathematically elegant) solution to the problem posed in [13] by leveraging the system’s
properties of homogeneity to indicate local asymptotic stabilization.

The dynamics of the underactuated chaser are modeled as a nonlinear control-affine system

¤H = 50(H) +
<∑
8=1

68(H)D8 (1)

where the state H(C) ∈ R= evolves over time C ∈ R≥0 according to the “drift" vector field 50 : R= ↦→ R= and control
vector fields 68 : R= ↦→ R= driven by a corresponding input D8(C) ∈ R with 8 = 1, 2, . . . , <. This work is concerned with
the development of a feedback stabilization protocol that will enable the asymptotic convergence of the underactuated
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chaser system to an equilibrium “docked" state H4 ≡ 0. Such a stabilization protocol would serve as a solution to the
underactuated ARPOD problem.

As opposed to linear control systems where local controllability trivially implies local stabilizability through a
smooth, time-invariant feedback law, this implication does not (in general) carry over to control systems in the form
of (1). This well-known obstacle is encompassed by “Brockett’s Condition" and was formulated by its namesake in
[16]. Attempts to prove notions of controllability and stabilizability for these nonlinear control-affine systems led to a
myriad of developments in the field of geometric control [17–22] which itself is built from mathematical concepts from
differential geometry. Geometric control was found to be especially useful when the state space that a control system
evolves upon is not classical Euclidean space R= but something else entirely, e.g. the special orthogonal group ($(3).
An appropriate and oft-cited example is the control and stabilization of the attitude of a rigid spacecraft with varying
numbers of independent actuators [23–25].

While many motion-planning [26, 27] and stabilization [28] methods for driftless systems (i.e. 50 ≡ 0) have
been adopted, the expansion of these approaches to control-affine systems with drift is an ongoing area of research.
Coron demonstrated in [29] that (under some conditions) small-time locally controllable (STLC) systems with drift are
stabilizable through a continuous, time-varying feedback law. However, the existence of stabilizability has not translated
into general constructive methods (such as eigenvalue placement used in controllable linear systems). Generally,
approaches that account for the drift dynamics do so when the system meets some particular criteria. This includes the
methods of [30, 31] which is applicable for a class of Lagrangian systems with one cyclic coordinate, the methods of
[32, 33] wherein certain states must converge to the origin in a particular order, and the recently-developed methods
of Zuyev et al. [34, 35] which require the system’s Lie products of a given length to satisfy rank conditions. More
comprehensive stabilization approaches that are independent of the system’s vector fields are seen in the reachable
interception methods of Michalska et al. [15, 36], although the latter case requires the solution of a nonlinear
programming problem at every timestep. For this work’s spacecraft system of interest, the time-varying stabilization
methods of back-stepping [37, 38] and Lyapunov’s direct method [39] are not applicable due to the system’s dynamics
structure, although a promising approach was found by assimilating the methods of homogeneous approximations
[40–42].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides (i) essential notation and definitions, (ii)
foundational geometric control concepts and (iii) the relative motion dynamics inherent to the ARPOD problem. Section
III specifies the underactuated chaser spacecraft and provides a formal problem statement. Section IV outlines the
proposed stabilization method and provides one proof that the homogeneity approach is justified due to the underactuated
control system’s inherent geometric properties. The effectiveness of this policy is demonstrated in Section V through
numerical simulations of the ARPOD scenario, followed by concluding remarks in Section VI. The contribution of this
work is a stabilizing protocol that acts as a solution to the underactuated ARPOD problem.

II. Preliminaries

A. Notations and Definitions
The set R= denotes the real coordinate space of dimension = and the set R≥0 denotes the half-open interval [0,∞).

Z+ is the set of all positive integers. A point H that lives on a smooth =-dimensional manifoldM is expressed in local
coordinates as the vector H ≔ (H1, . . . , H8 , . . . , H=)) . A vector field V that lives on the same smooth =-dimensional
manifoldM at H is represented using summation notation:

V(H) =
=∑
8=1
V8(H1, . . . , H=)

m

mH8

For clarity,V8
9
is the 8-th component of the 9-th vector field. The dimension of a vector space V is denoted dim[V].

We denote |·| as the standard Euclidean distance metric of a vector in R= space. We assume any equilibrium point of
interest to be the origin H4 = 0.

Definition 1 (Homogeneity). A continuous (or analytic) function ℎ : R= ↦→ R is said to be homogeneous of degree <
with respect to the dilation XAY if

ℎ(XAY(H)) = Y<ℎ(H)

We define the dilation operator
XAY(H) = (YA1 H1, . . . , Y

A= H=)
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where Y > 0 and A = (A1, . . . , A=) with A8 ∈ Z+. The inclusion of time does not alter homogeneity if we invoke the
extended (see [37]) dilation operator:

XAY(H, C) = (YA1 H1, . . . , Y
A= H=, C)

This notion can be extended to a continuous vector field homogeneous of degree < (using the summation convention):

V(<)(H) =
=∑
8=1

08(H)
m

mH8

where each 08 : R= ↦→ R is a homogeneous function that belongs to the set

08 ∈ �A8−<

with �3 as the set of all functions homogeneous of degree 3.∗.

Definition 2 (Notions of Stability). We now introduce three types of local stability (see Lemma 3.5 in [45]) referenced
in this work:

1) The point H ∈ R= is said to be uniformly Lyapunov stable for the dynamical system ¤H(C) = 5 (H(C), C) if there exists
a class-K∞ function U and a positive constant � such that

|H(C)|≤ U( |H(C0)|) ∀|H(C0)|≤ �

for all C ∈ [C0, C1].
2) The point H ∈ R= is said to be uniformly asymptotically stable for the dynamical system ¤H(C) = 5 (H(C), C) if there

exists a class-KL function V and a positive constant � such that

|H(C)|≤ V( |H(C0)|, C − C0) ∀|H(C0)|≤ �

for all C ∈ [C0, C1].
3) The point H ∈ R= is said to be exponentially stable for the dynamical system ¤H(C) = 5 (H(C), C) if there exists

positive constants W, k and � such that

|H(C)|≤ W |H(C0)|exp ( − k(C − C0)) ∀|H(C0)|≤ �

for all C ∈ [C0, C1].
We invoke the term “uniform" when � is taken to be independent of C0. Furthermore, the above stability definitions are
said to hold globally if the corresponding inequality holds for any |H(C0)|∈ R.

Definition 3 (Stabilizability). The control system ¤H = 5 (H, D(H, C)) is locally asymptotically stabilizable to an equilibrium
H4 if in a neighborhood N about H4 there exists a feedback law D(H, C) that drives H −→ H4 as C −→ ∞. The function 5
is assumed to be smooth (�∞) or analytic (�l) vector field that lives on a smooth manifold.

Definition 4 (Accessibility). The system (1) is said to be accessible about a point H0 ∈ M if for every Δ) > 0 the
reachable set from H0 at time Δ) ,

ℛΔ) (H0) =
⋃

0≤C≤Δ)
ℛ(H0, C)

contains a nonempty open set, where ℛ(H0, C) is the set of all H1 ∈ M such that the control (D1(C), . . . D<(C)) allows the
system to be driven from H0 to H1 at time C.

Definition 5 (Small-Time Locally Controllable). The system (1) is said to be Small-Time Locally Controllable (STLC)
if for any Δ) > 0 the point H0 ∈ M lies in the interior of the reachable set

H0 ∈ int(ℛΔ) (H0))

The “small-time" notation refers to the fact that the system can be directed in motions about H0 in arbitrarily-small
amounts of time.

∗The definition of homogeneous vector fields is not consistent across the literature. In some cases, the notation above is reversed to �A8+< as in
[40]. This work adopts the notation used by Hermes [42–44] for consistency.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1 (a) The neighborhood (an open set)U about point ? has a mapping to local coordinates Υ : U → R2 (b)
The tangent space at each point ? ∈ M induces the flow of the dynamical system from time C = 0 to time C = 1,
where 0 ≤ _ ≤ 1.

B. Geometric Control Concepts
The primary motivation behind the adoption of geometric control is that it allows one to determine the fundamental

limitations of the nonlinear system (1) with regard to control design. This section introduces the concepts from
differential geometry that are employed by this work strictly for the purposes of nonlinear control. For more information
see the texts of Jurdjevic [46], Bloch [47], and Bullo [48].

1. Manifolds and Lie Brackets
The fundamental construct from the field of differential geometry is the =-dimensional topological manifold M.
GenerallyM is interpreted as a set of points that locally behaves like Euclidean space R= about each point ? ∈ M, even
ifM is not Euclidean in a global sense (see Figure 1a). For simplicity, the remainder of this work assumes that any
manifold of interest is assumed to be a smooth, differentiable manifold. A curve is a mapping from the real line to a
point on the manifold, i.e. 2 : R ↦→ M. Given a point on the manifold ? ∈ M, we are interested (for analyzing the
behavior of dynamical systems) in how the values of curves passing through the point ? are instantaneously changing,
or how 32

3C
can be expressed. Given a local coordinate function Υ, we can generate the local coordinate components

(E1, E2, . . . , E8 , . . . , E=) of the corresponding tangent vector E to the curve 2 at C:

E8 =
3

3C
(Υ ◦ 2(C))8 |C=0

Given the set of all velocities of all curves passing through the point ?, we define the tangent space (see Fig.1b) ofM at
?, denoted T?M with dimension =. The tangent bundle ofM, denoted TM, is constructed as the disjoint union of all
tangent spaces:

TM =
⊔
?∈M
T?M

which is itself a differentiable manifold of dimension 2=, and thus each velocity E is a point of TM with local coordinates
(H1, . . . , H=, E1, . . . , E=)) . A vector fieldV on a smooth manifold maps each point on the manifold to a corresponding
tangent velocity vector within the tangent spaceV :M ↦→ TM A set of : vector fields {V1,V2, . . . ,V: } on a smooth
manifold at ? generates a distribution defined as

Δ(?) = span{V1(?),V2(?), . . . ,V: (?)}

Given a local coordinate system H1, . . . , H8 , . . . , H= and two smooth vector fieldsV1 andV2 on the manifoldM, the Lie
bracket between [V1,V2] is defined as

[V1,V2] =
(
mV2
mH8

)
V1 −

(
mV1
mH8

)
V2 (2)
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where mV1
mH8

and mV2
mH8

are respectively the Jacobian matrices of the vector fieldsV1 andV2.
Additionally, Lie brackets contain the following properties:
• Linearity: [V1,V2 +V3] = [V1,V2] + [V1,V3]
• Skew Symmetry: [V1,V2] = −[V2,V1]
• Jacobi Identity: [V1, [V2,V3]] + [V3, [V1,V2]] + [V2, [V3,V1]] = 0

A crucial aspect of the Lie bracket operation is that a non-zero Lie product [V1(?),V2(?)] is a new vector field within
the tangent space T?M and represents the non-commutativity of the vector fieldsV1 andV2. In practice, the seemingly
“forbidden" motion along the flow of the Lie product [V1,V2] is generated by traversing forwards and backwards along
the flows ofV1 andV2 respectively. This leveraging of non-commutative vector fields is a foundation of geometric
control design.

We denote L(Δ) as the Lie Algebra of Δ which contains all elements of Δ and any vector field that can be generated
from nested Lie bracket operations on the members of Δ:

L(Δ(?)) = {V1(?),V2(?), . . . ,V=(?), . . . , ad:V8(?)V9 (?)} (3)

where the nested Lie bracket representation is denoted by

ad:V8V9 = [V8 , ad:−1
V8 V9 ]

ad1
V8V9 = [V8 ,V9 ]

Lie theory provides two more constructs useful to nonlinear control-affine systems:
1) The accessibility algebra � is the smallest Lie Algebra that contains { 50, 61, . . . , 6<}
2) The accessibility distribution Δ�(?) is the span of all vector fields belonging to � evaluated at ?, i.e.

Δ�(?) = span{V8(?)|V8 ∈ �}

To prove accessibility about ?, the system must satisfy the Lie Algebra Rank Condition (LARC) which states that the
system is accessible about at a given point ? ∈ M if and only if dim[Δ�(?)] = = which is equal to the dimension of the
tangent space at ?, T?M. For driftless systems ( 50 ≡ 0) accessibility implies controllability and for linear systems the
LARC is equivalent to the Kalman rank condition [49].

2. Control Systems Representation
Consider a curve H(C) at point ?∗ on the =-dimensional smooth manifoldM with the coordinate function Υ, expressed in
local coordinates as H(C) = (H1(C), . . . , H=(C))) . The instantaneous rate of change at H(C) is expressed in local coordinates
H8(C) = Υ8 ◦ H(C) using the corresponding vector field within the tangent space:

¤H(C) =
=∑
8=1

E8(C)
m

mH8
=

=∑
8=1
V8(H8(C), . . . , H=(C))

m

mH8
(4)

We now cast this solution curve as a solution to the differential control system:

¤H = 5 (H, D(H, C)) (5)

where 5 is the mapping 5 :M × U→ TM with D ∈ U. We let the control D be the mapping D :M × R→ U. We
assume the control set U to be a subset of R<. From the relation in Eq.(4), it is clear that 50, and (61, . . . 6<), from the
nonlinear control-affine system of Eq.(1) are vector fields on the smooth manifoldM = R=.

3. Homogeneous Approximations
Consider the linearized form of Eq.(5) about the equilibrium point (H4, D4)

¤H ≈ m 5
mH

(H4, D4)H +
m 5

mD
(H4, D4)D (6)

∗In nonlinear controls literature, there is a common abuse of notation where the “point" H on a manifold is often used interchangeably with the
solution curve H(C).
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A well-known theorem of nonlinear control systems (e.g. [39]) is that if the system of Eq.(6) is locally asymptotically
stabilizable to (H4, D4) through the static feedback D = − H with some constant matrix  , then D = − H is locally
asymptotically stabilizable to (H4, D4) for the nonlinear system of Eq.(5). While this linearized form is only an
approximation of the control system about a point, its simplified structure can provide insight into the design of a
stabilizing control law for the original system. Of course, the linearization of a nonlinear system is not guaranteed
to be controllable or stabilizable, and thus an alternate method of approximation via homogeneous systems has been
adopted [40–42]. The overall strategy is similar to that of the linearized control system above, more specifically, identify
a homogeneous feedback law which stabilizes the homogeneous approximation such that it also stabilizes the original
control system.

Recall the homogeneity definitions from Sec.II.A and consider the original affine control system Eq.(1) restated in
the following form:

¤H = Y(H, C) + R(H, C) (7)

where Y(H, C) is a continuous (possibly time-varying) vector field homogeneous of degree < with respect to the dilation
XAY(H). The so-called perturbation vector field, R(H, C), is the sum of continuous homogeneous vector fields strictly
less than < with respect to XAY(H). Through a result provided by Rosier in [50], if the dynamics ¤H = Y(H, C) are locally
asymptotically stable to the equilibrium point H4 = 0, then the system (7) is also locally asymptotically stable about
H4 = 0.

For space and readability concerns, we do not repeat the entire proof and procedure of constructing the approximate
vector field Y(H, C), but two versions of its construction are respectively given in [41] and [42]. In short, for some
accessible systems, it is possible to construct a sequence of nested subspaces (a so-called filtration F ) comprised of the
accessibility distribution’s Lie products that give rise to an F -adapted dilation. A coordinate transformation can then be
employed to generate coordinates adapted to the filtration which ensure simplicity in the truncation step. We leverage
adapted coordinates and a corresponding filtration to develop the stabilization method of this paper.

C. Dynamics of the Target-Chaser Scenario
Consider the case of two spacecraft, a target and a chaser, where the chaser spacecraft is allowed to actuate. The

position vector of the target spacecraft is denoted AC ∈ R3 and the position of the chaser spacecraft is A2 ∈ R3. From
classical mechanics [51], it follows that the acceleration of the two spacecraft in an inertial frame are

¥AC +
`

|AC |3
AC = 0 (8)

¥A2 +
`

|A2 |3
A2 −

1
<2
*2 = 0 (9)

where |·| is the Euclidean norm, ` ≈ 3.986 × 105 km3/sec2 is the gravitational parameter of Earth, the masses of the
chaser and target are respectively and <2 and <C , and*2 ∈ R3 is an actuation force. The vectors in Eqs. (8) - (9) are
expressed in an Earth-centered inertial (ECI) frame with basis {î, ĵ, k̂}. Alternatively, the dynamics can be expressed in
a non-inertial frame whose origin is fixed to the orbiting target craft. This work utilizes such a frame, known as the
“Hill’s frame," defined by a basis {û, v̂, ŵ}, where:

1) The radial direction û = AC
AC
,

2) The angular momentum direction ŵ = AC×¤AC
|AC×¤AC | ,

3) The tangential direction v̂ = ŵ × û.
The radial, angular momentum direction and tangential direction definitions {û, v̂, ŵ} can be seen in Figure 2a. The
position, velocity, and acceleration (denoted by XA, XE, and X0, respectively) of the chaser relative to the target are
derived (see [52]) in the ECI frame as

XA = A2 − AC (10)
XE = X ¤A − ¤Ω × XA (11)
X0 = X ¥A − ¥Ω × XA − ¤Ω × ( ¤Ω × XA) − 2 ¤Ω × XE (12)

where ¤Ω and ¥Ω are the angular velocity and angular acceleration, respectively, of the target-fixed frame relative to the
inertial ECI frame. Note that XA , XE, and X0 are all physical vectors and thus not attached to any reference frame.
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We denote the Hill’s frame representation of the relative position vector as:

XA = XGû + XHv̂ + XIŵ

Application of an orthogonal transformation matrix (constructed via directional cosines) from the inertial {î, ĵ, k̂} frame
to the target-fixed {û, v̂, ŵ} frame allows the relative acceleration vector of Eq.(12) to be expressed in the target-fixed
coordinate system as

X0 = X ¥Gû + X ¥Hv̂ + X¥Iŵ
Next, we consider the following assumptions regarding the spacecraft:
A1) The initial relative distance between the spacecraft is much smaller than the distance between the target and the
Earth, more specifically, |XA |<< |AC |.
A2) The target is in a circular orbit about the (assumed spherical) Earth, at a constant distance AC from the center.
A3) The target and the chaser lie in the same orbital plane.

Note that these assumptions are commonly used (see [52]). Assumption �1 allows the X ¥A term of Eq.(12) to be linearized
in Hill’s frame as the approximation

X ¥A ≈ − `

|AC |3
( − 2XGû + XHv̂ + XIŵ)

Assumption �2 reduces the dynamics of X ¥G, X ¥H, and X¥I into the linear time-invariant Clohessy-Wiltshire (CW) equations
given by

�1
<2

= X ¥G − 3=2
C XG − 2=CX ¤H (13a)

�2
<2

= X ¥H + 2=CX ¤G (13b)

�3
<2

= X¥I + =2
C XI (13c)

where (�1, �2, �3) are all components of an external force applied to the chaser in Hill’s frame and =C =
√

`

|AC |3
is the

mean motion of the target spacecraft’s circular orbit. Lastly, Assumption �3 allows the removal of the out-of-orbit
states X ¤I and XI. We refer the reader to [52] for more information on relative motion frames.

III. The Underactuated ARPOD Problem

A. The Chaser Spacecraft Model
The chaser spacecraft is modeled as a rectangular craft with a body-fixed frame {x̂c, ŷc, ẑc} at its center. The chaser

mass is <2 and its moment of inertia about ẑc is defined as �2 . Let {x̂0, ŷ0, ẑ0} be an inertial frame (not necessarily
{î, ĵ, k̂}) that is initially aligned with the target-fixed frame {û, v̂, ŵ} at some arbitrary time C0 ∈ R≥0. Recall that,
by assumption �2 in the preceding section, this frame rotates at a constant rate of =C (rad/B) and thus realigns with
{x̂0, ŷ0, ẑ0} at the end of each orbital period, i.e. C = C0 + : c

=C
, : = 0, 2, 4, 6, . . . . Let \C be the orientation of the

target-fixed frame to {x̂0, ŷ0, ẑ0}, measured counterclockwise from the x̂0 axis to the û axis. Similarly, let the chaser-fixed
frame {x̂c, ŷc, ẑc} also rotate relative to frame {x̂0, ŷ0, ẑ0} with analogous orientation \2 measured counterclockwise
from the x̂0 axis to the x̂c axis. The relative orientation between both the rotating target and chaser frames (see Figures
2b) is defined as

X\ ≔ \2 − \C
The rate of change of this relative orientation is

X ¤\ = ¤\2 − =C
and angular acceleration is

X ¥\ = ¥\2 (14)

We note that when X\ = X ¤\ = 0, both the chaser and target frames are in synchrony, a prerequisite to be in a docking
configuration. Moreover, we consider an underactuated satellite with thrusters only along a single axial direction
and a single reaction wheel that allows for the in-plane rotation, as shown in Fig.3. The inputs are denoted by
D = (D1, D2)) ∈ R2 and are modeled as follows.

7



(a)
(b)

Fig. 2 (a) Depiction of the ARPOD problem from the perspective of the inertial ECI frame. The pink dashed
line represents a trajectory in the belonging to the û− v̂ plane. (b) Rotation of the chaser-fixed frame {x̂c, ŷc, ẑc}
and target-fixed frame {û, v̂, ŵ}
.

Fig. 3 Depiction of the hypothetical 6U Cubesat model. Thrust actuation (D1) is aligned along the positive and
negative x̂c axes. Commanded reaction wheel acceleration (D2) is about the ẑc axis.
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1) Thrusters are aligned along the positive and negative x̂c-axes which induces an actuation vectored force T in the
Clohessy-Wiltshire frame as

T = D1 cos X\û + D1 sin X\v̂ (15)

where D1 is the input of the thruster.
2) Reaction wheel is assumed to be at the center of mass of the spacecraft and rotates around the ẑc-axis. The

reaction wheel has a moment of inertia Φ and is able to induce a commanded acceleration D2 on the chaser with
a moment of inertia �2 about the ẑc-axis. Following classical rotational mechanics, it follows that the dynamics
of the orientation of the spacecraft is

�2 ¥\2 = −ΦD2 (16)

where D2 is the commanded acceleration input by the reaction wheel.
We treat this control system as a series of vector fields defined on the smooth manifoldM := R6 with the relative state
of the chaser defined by local coordinates H = (H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H6)) ∈ M with H1 = XG, H2 = XH, H3 = X ¤G, H4 = X ¤H,
H5 = X\, and H6 = X ¤\. The objective “docking state" lies at the origin H4 = 0. Due to the fact that this problem considers
the planar-(XG, XH) dynamics in the HCW frame we couple the dynamics in Eqs. (13a) and (13b) with the actuation
models given by Eqs.(14) - (16). This coupling leads to the following continuous differential equations

¤H = �H + �(X\)D (17)

where

� =

©«

0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

3=2
C 0 0 2=C 0 0

0 0 −2=C 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
, �(X\) =

©«

0 0
0 0

cos X\
<2

0
sin X\
<2

0
0 0
0 −Φ

�2

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
B. Stabilization Challenges

The system is placed into the control-affine form

¤H = 50(H) + 61(H)D1 + 62(H)D2 (18)

where we identify the drift vector field to be:

50(H) = H3
m

mH1
+ H4

m

mH2
+ (3=2

C H1 + 2=C H4)
m

mH3
− 2=C H3

m

mH4
+ H6

m

H5

the first control vector field to be
61(H) =

1
<2

cos(H5)
m

mH3
+

1
<2

sin(H5)
m

mH4

and the second control vector field to be
62(H) = −i m

mH6

where i = Φ
�2
. For the remainder of the paper, the underactuated chaser control system of Eq.(18) will be referred to as

the “spacecraft system."
Consider the following set of vector fields yielded from the accessibility algebra of the above system:

� B {61, 62, ad1
50
61, ad1

50
62, ad2

50
61, [61, ad1

50
62]}

It can be shown that the corresponding distribution Δ�(H4) spans the tangent space at H4 (i.e. dim[Δ�(H4)] = 6) and
thus system (18) is accessible about H4. Sufficient conditions to prove small-time local controllability (see [53]) can be
shown via a Lie bracket analysis to hold for the above system about H4, although that proof is not included in this work.

While omitted from this work for the sake of conciseness, the application of several geometric control tools (see
[39] and [54]) on the system’s accessibility algebra will show the following challenges regarding the stabilization of the
spacecraft system:

9



• The linearized version of the spacecraft system about H4 = 0 via Taylor series truncation is neither controllable
nor stabilizable to the origin.

• There exists no coordinate transformation of the spacecraft system which transforms the nonlinear dynamics into
a locally controllable linear system about the equilibrium point H4 = 0.

• There exists no coordinate transformation and static state feedback for the spacecraft system which allows the
closed-loop dynamics to become feedback linearizable into a locally controllable system about equilibrium H4 = 0.

• The so-called “free system" of system (18) (where D ≡ 0) is not, in general∗, Lyapunov stable. This precludes the
construction of a smooth stabilizing control through Lyapunov’s direct method [39].

These geometric properties of the control system effectively rule out the use of tools from linear controls theory
and Lyapunov functions to construct protocols to locally stabilize the spacecraft system by smooth state feedback.
However, as the system (18) does fulfill the stabilization sufficiency conditions specified by Coron in [29], then there
exists a time-varying feedback that will locally asymptotically stabilize the system. While this work has opted for the
stabilization approach via homogeneity properties (outlined in Sec.IV), a method that uses a time-varying modification
of center manifold theory [56] has not been eliminated as an alternative approach.

C. Problem Statement
Consider two spacecraft in close proximity with planar CW dynamics where the out-of-plane motion is omitted (i.e.

X ¤I = X ¤I = 0). The chaser spacecraft, with its own body-fixed frame, is capable of (i) thrusting along one chaser-fixed
axis and (ii) rotating about another orthogonal chaser-fixed axis. Given a chaser’s initial state, our aim is to determine a
control policy assigning �8 in Eqs.(13a)-(13c) such that the chaser spacecraft is asymptotically stabilized to the docking
state represented by the coordinates H1 = · · · = H6 = 0.

IV. The Proposed ARPOD Solution
Although the geometric properties of the controlled spacecraft system (18) pose numerous obstacles to stabilization,

a potential strategy is to transform the closed-loop system dynamics into the homogeneous form of Eq.(7). Recall
that this separates the closed-loop dynamics into two (possibly time-varying) vector fields, an “approximate" map
Y : M × R≥0 → TM and a “perturbation" map R : M × R≥0 → TM. If ¤I = Y(I, C) is rendered to be locally
asymptotically stable to an equilibrium, then local asymptotic stability is also preserved for the original system
¤I = Y(I, C) + R(I, C).

First, we prove that this transformation is indeed possible by implementing a linear coordinate transformation
(Sec.IV.A) constructed from the system’s accessibility algebra. Secondly, we propose a stabilization strategy that
periodically switches between two sets of state-feedback control laws. Although a rigorous proof of asymptotic stability
is not given in this work, the reasoning behind these control laws is provided, and asymptotic stability is strongly
suggested to hold under some design parameters. The numerical simulations in the succeeding section give further
support to this claim.

A. Adapted Coordinates
The preceding section stated that the spacecraft system is accessible (and indeed, STLC) about H4 = 0. While there

exists no coordinate transformation to make the system either linearly controllable or feedback linearizable about H4,
there does exist a coordinate transformation to place the system into the homogeneous form of Eq.(7).

Theorem 6. Given that there exist continuous control laws D1(I, C) and D2(I, C) that are both homogeneous of degree 1,
the spacecraft system (18) can be written in the form of an infinite series of continuous homogeneous vector fields of
decreasing degree and placed into the homogenous form of (7).

Proof. Consider the accessibility algebra of the spacecraft system in (18) with local coordinates H1, . . . , H6. From the
Lie products of { 50, 61, 62} we define the following vector fields:

1) 63 ≔ ad1
50
61 leads to

63(H) =
1
<2

[− cos(H5)
m

mH1
− sin(H5)

m

mH2
− sin(H5)(2=C + H6)

m

mH3
+ cos(H5)(2=C + H6)) m

mH4
]

∗The free system is Lyapunov stable when initialized in a closed natural motion trajectory, see [55].
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2) 64 ≔ ad1
50
62 leads to

64(H) = i
m

mH5

3) 65 ≔ ad2
50
61 leads to

65(H) = 1
<2

[2 sin(H5)(=C + H6) mmH1
−2 cos(H5)(=C + H6) mmH2

− cos(H5)(=2
C + 4=C H6 + H2

6)
m
mH3
− ( sin(H5)((2=C + H6)2)) m

mH4
]

4) 66 ≔ [61, ad1
50
62] leads to

66(H) =
1
<2

[i sin(H5)
m

mH3
− i cos(H5)

m

mH4
]

It can be shown that the distribution {61, . . . 66} satisfies the Lie Algebraic Rank Condition at H4 = 0. Following
the constructive approach for general (accessible) systems laid out in [41], the so-called C −H filtration F∞(H) is
constructed via the following weights (see Table 1) on the system’s (non-zero) vector fields: \0 = 0, \1 = \2 = 1 with

F∞(H) = j1(H)
⋃

j2(H)

where
j1(H) = {61, 62, ad1

50
61, ad1

50
62, ad1

50
61, ad2

50
61}

and
j2(H) = {ad1

61 (ad1
50
62), ad1

62 (ad1
50
61)}

When evaluated at H4 = 0, we have dim[j1(0)] = 5 and dim[j1(0) ⋃ j2(0)] = 6 and leads to the following dilation:

XAY(H) = (Y1H1, Y
1H2, Y

1H3, Y
1H4, Y

1H5, Y
2H6)

Intuitively, the practical meaning of this dilation is that at least 2 Lie bracketing operations involving control vector
fields are required to demonstrate accessibility about the equilibrium H4. Let &0 ≔ �(0) be the square matrix resulting
from evaluating the vector field set � at H4 resulting in

&0 =

©«

0 0 − 1
<2

0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −2=C

<2
0

1
<2

0 0 0 −=2
C

<2
0

0 0 2=C
<2

0 0 −i
<2

0 0 0 i 0 0
0 −i 0 0 0 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®¬
Then, we define new local coordinates (I1, . . . , I6)) on the manifoldM given by the linear transformation I ≔ &−1

0 H.
These new coordinates are known as the F∞-adapted coordinates (I1, . . . , I6)) and the respective vector fields:

50(I) =
−3=Ci

2
I6

m

mI1
+ (=2

C I5 − I1)
m

mI3
− I2

m

mI4
+ ( i

2=C
I6 − I3)

m

mI5
(19)

61(I) = cos(iI4)
m

mI1
− 1
i

sin(iI4)
m

mI6
(20)

62(I) =
m

mI2
(21)

63(I) = sin(iI4)( =C
2

+ iI2 − 2=C )
m

mI1
+ cos(iI4)

m

mI3
+

1
2=C

sin(iI4)
m

mI5
+ I2 cos(iI4)

m

mI6
(22)

64(I) =
m

mI4
(23)

65(I) = cos(iI4)(4=CiI2 − i2I22 − i=C I2)
m

mI1
+ sin(iI4)(2iI2 − 2=C )

m

mI3
+ cos(iI4)(1 − i

=C
I2)

m

mI5
+ iI22 sin(iI4)

m

mI6
(24)

66(I) = i sin(iI4)
m

mI1
+ cos(iI4)

m

mI6
(25)

11



Table 1 Weights of Lie Products

Lie Product Set Weight

50 0
{61, 62, 63, 64, 65} 1

66 2

Note that in the transformed coordinates the chaser mass <2 is removed from the dynamics completely. Additionally,
we have 50(I4) = 0 with the equilibrium point I4 = 0 and [61(I4), . . . , 66(I4)] = I6, where I6 is the 6 × 6 identity matrix.
Recalling the definition of homogeneous vector fields from Sec.II.B.3, the vector fields of the affine control system can
be expressed in the adapted coordinates as:

¤I = [ 5 (0)
0 (I) + 5

(−1)
0 (I)] + [6(1)

1 (I) + 6(−1)
1 (I) + 6(−3)

1 (I) + 6(−5)
1 (I) + . . . ]D1(I, C) + 6(1)

2 (I)D2(I, C) (26)

where

5
(0)
0 (I) = (=2

C I5 − I1)
m

mI3
− I2

m

mI4
− I3

m

mI5
(27)

5
(−1)
0 (I) =

−3=Ci
2

I6
m

mI1
+
i

2=C
I6

m

mI5
(28)

6
(1)
2 (I) =

m

mI2
(29)

Note that the homogeneous approximation of 62(I) is equivalent to 62(I) itself. This is not the case for the vector field
61(I), which contains two trigonometric functions. Recall the Taylor series expansions:

cos(iI4) =
∞∑
:=0

(−1):
(iI4)2:

(2:)!
(30)

sin(iI4) =
∞∑
:=0

(−1):
(iI4)2:+1

(2: + 1)!
(31)

When substituting the above relations into 61(I) we yield the infinite series 61(I) = 61
1(I) + . . . 6−<1 (I) + . . . where

< > 0 is odd with:

6
(1)
1 (I) =

m

mI1
− I4

m

mI6
(32)

6
(−<)
1 (I) = (−1)

<+1
2
i<+1I<+1

4
(< + 1)!

m

mI1
+ (−1)

<+3
2
i<+1I<+2

4
(< + 2)!

m

mI6
(33)

(34)

If both (possibly time-varying) closed-loop continuous feedback laws are homogeneous of degree 1, i.e. D1(I, C) ∈ H1
and D2(I, C) ∈ H1, then we define the new closed-loop vector fields as

5̂
(<−1)
8

(I, C) := 6(<)
8

(I)D8(I, C)

which results in
¤I = Y(I, C) + R(I, C) (35)

where Y(I, C) = 5
(0)
0 (I) + 5̂

(0)
1 (I, C) + 5̂

(0)
2 (I, C) and R(I, C) = 5

(−1)
0 (I) + 5̂

(−2)
1 (I, C) + 5̂

(−4)
1 (I, C) + 5̂

(−6)
1 (I, C) + . . . This

completes the proof of Lemma 6. �
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B. Proposed Switching Dynamics
The result of the preceding section shows that the vector fields Y(I, C) and R(I, C) can be constructed if such

homogenous control laws D1(I, C) and D2(I, C) can be found. However, the construction of these control laws is non-trivial.
The dynamics that are homogeneous of degree 0 (i.e. without perturbation) with the adoption of time-varying controls
are given by:

Y(I, C) =

©«

D1(I, C)
D2(I, C)
=2
C I5 − I1

−I2

−I3

−I4D1(I, C)

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
Note that the presence of D1(I, C) and −I4D1(I, C) in the first and sixth components, respectively, of Y(I, C) provides a
challenge for simultaneous stabilization of all system states. In fact, this emerges from the transformed version of the
coupling between the translational and attitudinal dynamics of the original dynamics.

To address this, consider a switching controller strategy where the controller “mode" is represented by a binary
discrete state @ ∈ {1, 2}. The controller enacts the control laws particular to mode @ over a constant, mode-specific time
length )@ ∈ R+. After elapsed time )@ , the controller mode switches. The state I does not change when the controller
state @ switches modes instantaneously. Thus, the system evolves according to the closed-loop dynamics

¤I@ = Y@(I, C) + R@(I, C)

which periodically switches behavior after time )@ has elapsed. Let D {@ }
8

(I, C), 8 ∈ {1, 2} represent the control law
D8(I, C) corresponding to control mode @. We state the control laws here, followed by the intuition behind them, in
Secs.IV.B.1 and IV.B.2.

D
{1}
1 (I, C) = 21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 +

26I6√
2−1

4 I2
2 + I2

4

sin(
√
24C + `4) (36)

D
{1}
2 (I) = 24I4 (37)

D
{2}
1 (I) = 21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 (38)

D
{2}
2 (I) = 22I2 + 24I4 (39)

Where 28 ∈ R are gain constants. The variable `4 is a constant during the duration of control mode @ = 1 and explained
further in the following section. Note that D {@ }

8
(I, C) ∈ H1 and homogeneity is satisfied regardless of control law 8 or

control mode @. The overarching stabilization scheme is that, by switching periodically between control sets D {1}
8

(I, C)
and D {2}

8
(I, C), the approximate dynamics of ¤I = Y(I, C) will converge asymptotically to the origin in the aggregate

over each time interval )1 + )2. For the remainder of this section, the following state vector definitions are utilized:
Î = (I2, I4)) , I† = (I1, I3, I5) and Ĩ = (I1, I3, I5, I6)) .

1. Controller Mode 1
Consider the system with mode @ = 1 initialized at some time C0 which evolves over the interval C ∈ [C0, C0 + )1] with
feedback control laws D {1}1 (I, C) and D {1}2 (I, C). We note that while under control mode @ = 1 the dynamics of ¤̂I and ¤̃I
are decoupled from each other and thus their stability can be analyzed independently. The application of control laws
D
{1}
1 (I, C) and D {1}2 (I) results in the following dynamics ¤I = Y1(I, C0) over the time interval C ∈ [C0, C0 + )1] with

Y1(I, C0) =

©«

21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 + 26I6
d(C0) sin(lC + `4(C0))

24d(C0) sin(lC + `4(C0))
=2
C I5 − I1

−ld(C0) sin(lC + `2(C0))
−I3

−d(C0) sin(lC + `4(C0))(21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5) − 26I6 sin2(lC + `4(C0))

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
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The above vector field is periodic in time over 2c
l
. With gain constant 24 > 0 and initialized state Î at time C0 as

I0
2 = I2(C0) and I0

4 = I4(C0) with corresponding constants l := √24 and d(C0) :=
√

(I0
2 )2

l2 + (I0
4)2, the classical harmonic

solutions for Î follow:

I2(C) = ld sin(lC + `2) (40)
I4(C) = d sin(lC + `4) (41)

with phase angle shifts `2, `4 ∈ S1 computed as

`2(C0) = arctan (k4(C0)
k2(C0)

) (42)

`4(C0) = arctan ( −k2(C0)
k4(C0)

) (43)

where (
k4(C0)
k2(C0)

)
= Γ−1(C0)

(
I0

4
I0

2

)
with

Γ(C0) =

(
cos(lC0) sin(lC0)
l sin(lC0) −l cos(lC0)

)
To operate control law D {1}1 (I, C), initial values of both I4 and I2 are needed to calculate d and the phase shift `4. At the
instant the mode is set to @ = 1 (either when the system is initialized or when switching from control mode @ = 2), a
“sample-and-hold" approach is applied that uses the values of I4 and I2 at the instant of the switch.

Given the periodicity of Y1(I, C), we consider the averaged dynamics system ¤̃I = �̄Ĩ where

�̄ =
©«
21 23 25 0
−1 0 =2

C 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 −26

2

ª®®®®¬
And thus the constants 21, 23, 25, and 26 can be selected such that the matrix �̄ is Hurwitz to ensure that the averaged
dynamics are exponentially stable to Ĩ = 0. A known result from [57] states that, if l > 0 (and hence 24 > 0) is chosen
large enough, exponential stability of the standard (non-averaged) dynamics are also exponentially stable to Ĩ = 0. The
harmonic state response Î(C) of Eq.(40) guarantee both I2 and I4 to be Lyapunov stable (actually constant on a level set)
over [C0, C0 + )1]. The states I2, I4 are Lyapunov stable about the origin and states I1, I3, I5, I6 ∈ R are exponentially
stable to the origin over the time interval [C0, C0 + )1] given any )1 > 0.

2. Controller Mode 2
Analogous to the control scheme discussed above, consider the system initialized at some time C0 and evolves over the
interval C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2] with corresponding time-varying control laws D {@ }1 (I, C) and D {@ }2 (I, C) at controller mode @ = 2.
The application of control laws D {2}1 (I) and D {2}2 (I) result in the following time-invariant dynamics ¤I = Y2(I) over the
time interval C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2] with

Y2(I) =

©«

21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5

22I2 + 24I4

=2
C I5 − I1

−I2

−I3

−I4 (21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5)

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
It can be seen that ¤̂I = �̂Î where

�̂ =

(
22 24

−1 0

)
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Selection of constants 22, 24 such that �̂ is Hurwitz will ensure the exponential stability relations

|I8(C)|≤ (8 |I8(C0)|exp ( − f8(C − C0)) C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2], ∀I8(C0) ∈ R

where 8 = 2, 4 with positive constants (8 , f8 > 0. Additionally consider the positive definite function,1(I†) := I†,) %I†
where % � 0 and %) = %. The feedback D1(G) = 21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 results in the following linear dynamics:

¤I† = �†I†

where

�† =
©«
21 23 25

−1 0 =2
C

0 −1 0

ª®®¬
If 21, 23, 25 ∈ R are chosen such that �† is Hurwitz, then we have the exponential stability relations

|I8(C)|≤ (8 |I8(C0)|exp ( − f8(C − C0)) C ∈ [C0, C1], ∀I8(C0) ∈ R

where 8 = 1, 3, 5 with positive constants (8 , f8 > 0. While @ = 2 we can express the solutions Î and I† as analytical
expressions of time:

Î(C) = 12b2 exp (_2(C − C0)) + 14b4 exp (_4(C − C0)) C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2]

I†(C) = 11b1 exp (_1(C − C0)) + 13b3 exp (_3(C − C0)) + 15b5 exp (_5(C − C0)) C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2]

where _2, _4 ∈ C and b2, b4 ∈ R2 are respectively the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of �̂, while _1, _3,
_5 ∈ C and b1, b3, b5 ∈ R3 are respectively the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of �† with 18 computed
according to (

12

14

)
= Ξ−1

2

(
I2(C0)
I4(C0)

)
©«
11

13

15

ª®®¬ = Ξ−1
1

©«
I1(C0)
I3(C0)
I5(C0)

ª®®¬
where Ξ2 ≡ (b2 b4 ) ∈ R2×2 and Ξ1 ≡ (b1 b3 b5) ∈ R3×3. Let 1 ≡ (11, 12, . . . , 15)) ∈ R5 and 2̂ ≡ (21, 23, 25) ∈ R3.
From Eq.(IV.B) we have

¤I6(C) = −I4(C)(21I1(C) + 23I3(C) + 25I5(C))

which results in the closed-form solution over C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2]:

(44)

I6(C) = I6(C0) + a(I(C0)) − 31[(
1112
_1 + _2

) exp ((_1 + _2)(C − C0)) + (
1114
_1 + _4

) exp ((_1 + _4)(C − C0))]

− 33[(
1312
_3 + _2

) exp ((_3 + _2)(C − C0)) + (
1314
_3 + _4

) exp ((_3 + _4)(C − C0))]

− 35[(
1512
_5 + _2

) exp ((_5 + _2)(C − C0)) + (
1514
_5 + _4

) exp ((_5 + _4)(C − C0))]

where 31 = 2̂) b1, 33 = 2̂) b3, 35 = 2̂) b5 and

(45)a(1) = −31[(
1112
_1 + _2

) + (
1114
_1 + _4

)] − 33[(
1312
_3 + _2

) + (
1314
_3 + _4

)] − 35[(
1512
_5 + _2

) + (
1514
_5 + _4

)]

Note that the values of 18 , 8 = 1, . . . , 5 are dependent on I8(C0) and a : R5 ↦→ R is continuous for all 1 ∈ R5. Furthermore,
¤a(1) is also continuous over any interval [C0, C0 + )2]. The above expression for I6(C) implies that I6(C)→ (I6(C0) + a(1))
as )2 →∞ and the resulting inequality

|I6(C)|≤ |I6(C0)|+|a(1)| (1 + (6 exp ( − f6(C − C0))) C ∈ [C0, C0 + )2]

with positive constants (6, f6 > 0. Thus, I6(C) is Lyapunov stable about the origin.
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3. The Switching Strategy
The resulting closed-loop dynamics for each respective controller mode gives the vector fields homogeneous of degree 0:

Y1(I, C) =

©«

21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 + 26I6√
2−1

4 I2
2 +I2

4
sin(√24C + `4)

24I4

=2
C I5 − I1

−I2

−I3

−I4 (21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 + 26I6√
2−1

4 I2
2 +I2

4
sin(√24C + `4))

ª®®®®®®®®®®®¬
(46)

Y2(I) =

©«

21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5

22I2 + 24I4

=2
C I5 − I1

−I2

−I3

−I4 (21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5)

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
(47)

Along with the perturbation vector fields

R1(I, C) =

©«

−3=C iI6
2 + (21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 + 26I6√

2−1
4 I2

2 +I2
4

sin(√24C + `4))(cos(iI4) − 1)

0
0
0
iI6
2=C

(21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5 + 26I6√
2−1

4 I2
2 +I2

4
sin(√24C + `4))(I4 − 1

i
sin(iI4))

ª®®®®®®®®®®®¬
(48)

R2(I) =

©«

−3=C iI6
2 + (21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5)(cos(iI4) − 1)

0
0
0
iI6
2=C

(21I1 + 23I3 + 25I5)(I4 − 1
i

sin(iI4))

ª®®®®®®®®®¬
(49)

Note that both R1(I, C) and R2(I) become zero when I4 = I6 = 0. The case where I6 = 0 is equivalent to the scenario
where the chaser is in a closed, periodic, natural motion trajectory about the target.

For each @ ∈ {1, 2} the feedback control laws D@1 (I, C) and D@2 (I, C) in Eqs.(36)-(38) are continuous on I ∈ R6 \ {0}
and C ∈ R≥0. The stability properties described in Secs.IV.B.1-IV.B.2 ensure that, given the appropriate selection of
gain constants 28 and regardless of controller mode @, a subset of the system states will exponentially converge to the
origin while the remaining states are Lyapunov stable. This indicates that in order to drive all states to the origin, we
must enact the controllers in a switching manner from @ = 1 to @ = 2 or from @ = 2 to @ = 1 in periodic succession. In
the following section, the switching behavior of Secs.IV.B.1-IV.B.2 is enacted to show that the trajectory solutions
converge to the origin from a multitude of initial conditions.

V. Numerical Results
In this section, we illustrate the stabilization of the underactuated target-chaser system described in Sec.(III.A)

through application of the switching controller outlined in Sec.IV.B.
Consider a chaser with initial state XG0 = −1 :<, XH0 = 1 :<, X ¤G0 = 0.7× 10−3 :</B42, X ¤H0 = −0.7× 10−3 :</B42,

X\0 = 0.2 A03, and X ¤\0 = 0.1 A03/B42. The chaser was modeled as a CubeSat with mass <2 = 1 :6, flywheel moment
of inertia Φ = 4.12 × 10−5:6 −<2 and Chaser body moment of inertia �2 = 0.055927:6 −<2. The gain constants were
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Fig. 4 The relative position trajectory of the chaser spacecraft. Oscillation can be seen in the trajectory near
the start of the maneuver (coming out of the blue square) and then dampening as it approaches the docking
position.
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Fig. 5 convergence to the origin over time for (a) relative position and orientation states and (b) relative velocity
states.

selected as 21 = −0.6, 22 = −1, 23 = 0.11, 24 = 16, 25 = −0.006 and 26 = 1. The initial controller mode was set to @ = 1
with constant timer lengths of )1 = 6)† seconds and )2 = 2)† seconds where )† = 2c√

24
. We denote a “cycle" as the time

quantity )1 + )2. Figure 4 depicts a numerical solution of the relative position trajectory of the chaser (XG(C), XH(C))
(black line) in the Hill frame as it maneuvers from its initial position (blue square) to the target docking location at
XG = 0, XH = 0 (red dot) which converges to the origin over a timespan of five cycles. All state histories (in the original
local coordinates H8) from this numerical simulation are shown in Fig.5. The solid blue line depicts when the system is
under the feedback control of controller mode 1 and the red dashed line depicts when the system is under the feedback
control of controller mode 2. This color code is repeated in Figure 6, which depicts application of the axial thruster D1
(left) and commanded flywheel acceleration D2 (right) over the same time interval as that depicted in Fig.5. While both
controls feature periodicity, it is more evident in the flywheel input of Fig.6a as it moves periodically down a sequence of
level sets. Both feedback laws decay in magnitude over the course of the rendezvous trajectory, as the chaser stabilizes
towards the docking state. Figs.7a and 7b depict the overall decrease of norms corresponding to this numerical solution.

Recall from Sec.IV.B.3 the perturbation vector fields of equations (48) and (49). From the homogeneous asymptotic
stability theorem described in Sec.II.B.3, both R1(I, C) and R2(I) should also converge to the origin. This behavior is
observed in Fig.7a which depicts the L2 norm of R@(I, C) decrease over time. To capture the convergence of the states
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Fig. 6 (a) Thrust inputs over time. (b) Flywheel acceleration over time.
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Fig. 7 (a) Norm of perturbation vector field |R@(I, C)| (b) Homogeneous Norm +([)

overall, let [ ≔ (I2
1, I

2
2, I

2
3, I

2
4, I

2
5, I6)) . We define a homogeneous norm + : R6 ↦→ R as:

+([) B
6∑
8=1

[2
8

which is homogeneous of degree 4 and positive for all I 6= 0. Fig.7b shows the homogeneous norm over the solution,
which expectedly has an overall decrease after each )1 + )2 cycle. Lastly, a number (# of controlled ARPOD solution
trajectories were simulated to demonstrate asymptotic stabilization from a variety of initial conditions. Each simulated
trajectory was performed with the identical gain constants and timer lengths as the trajectory depicted in Fig.4. Let the
local coordinates of simulation B ∈ {1, . . . , (# } be represented as HB(C) and the adapted coordinates of simulation B be
denoted IB(C). The initial conditions (XGB0, XH

B
0, X ¤G

B
0, X ¤H

B
0, X\

B
0, X
¤\B0) of each simulation B were randomized according

to a uniform distribution � as

XGB0 ∼ �[−10, 10] :<
XHB0 ∼ �[−10, 10] :<
X ¤GB0 ∼ �[−0.1, 0.1] :</B
X ¤HB0 ∼ �[−0.1, 0.1] :</B

X\B0 ∼ �[−c
4
,
c

4
] A03

X ¤\B0 ∼ �[−1, 1] A03/B
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8 (a) Convergence from multiple differing chaser initial conditions (black X’s) to the target docking
location (red dot) through simulation of the approximate dynamics. (b) Convergence from the same chaser
initial conditions as in (a) but through simulation of actual dynamics with perturbations included.

After sampling (# = 100 initial condition sets, the switching control protocol was applied to each initial condition over
five cycles under two dynamic paradigms: (i) the “approximate" dynamics ¤IB@ = Y@(IB , C) and (ii) the “actual" dynamics
¤IB@ = Y@(IB , C) + R@(IB , C). The positional solution trajectories (XGB(C), XHB(C)) for the approximate and actual dynamics
are shown in Figs.8a and 8b respectively. All solutions behave as expected and asymptotically stabilize to the origin,
although Fig.8b displays trajectories that are significantly more perturbed. The color along each trajectory in Fig.8
corresponds to the time C at which the point (XGB(C), XHB(C)) is plotted.

VI. Conclusion
This paper has provided a solution to the autonomous rendezvous, proximity operations, and docking problem

which involves an underactuated chaser spacecraft docking with a target spacecraft. The dynamics of the problem
present some challenges to classical control design as the linearized system is not locally controllable about the origin.
Thus, geometric control methods and homogeneous system properties have been utilized in order to design a pair of
continuous time-varying control laws that discretely switch at fixed time periods such that the chaser is iteratively driven
to the objective docking state. We note that, in the numerical simulation presented in this work, no constraints were
placed on the actuators (e.g. thrust limits) or possible states (e.g. the solar exclusion angle preventing some orientations).
Furthermore, while the numerical simulations feature promising results, a rigorous stability proof is still required. This
will be the focus of a coming work.
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